Focal magnetic stimulation of an axon.
The induced electric field produced by a circular coil during magnetic stimulation of an axon is derived from Maxwell's equations. The foci and virtual cathodal and anodal regions are predicted as a function of coil radius and orientation. Two virtual anode and cathode pairs are predicted, one lying outside the coil's perimeter and predominant in the far field, and one lying within the perimeter of the coil which may stimulate the axon when the coil and nerve are in close proximity. When the coil is positioned tangent to the nerve, an orientation commonly used in clinical magnetic stimulation, the foci of the predominant cathode and anode pair are extremely sensitive to changes in coil placement. In addition, the radius of curvature of the activating function, a measure of the size of the virtual cathode at threshold, is predicted to decrease with decreasing coil diameter and distance to the nerve. These predictions may help explain observed variability in measurements of conduction velocity and latency during magnetic stimulation of peripheral axons.